
 
 
 



 
Super Sexual Mindmap v1.12 

 
 
Q: How do you use this mindmap? 
 
As a gameplan helper before you attempt to trigger sexual arousal in a woman. 
As a tool for helping you get out of a slump. 
As a tool for helping you improve the sexual relationship (long-term) 
As a tool for creating a diary swipe file (ie she gets horny  you have sex  look at the mindmap to help explain what caused it [especially the highlighted 
branches) 
 
Q: What makes a woman have sex with a guy 
 
Part 1: The CR James Decision-based Extreme Motivation Formula. The factors are based on: 
 
(A) Effort + (B) Pain/pleasure + (C) Risk/reward  
 
If a woman presses a red button  $7000 falls from the ceiling 100% of the time with no downside  There will be an Extreme Motivation to do it again. 
 

Pressing a red button: (A) Very Low Effort 
Pain/pleasure: (B) Zero Pain + Lots of pleasure 
Risk/reward: (C) Zero Risk + Huge Reward 
…………………………………………………….. 
Result: Extreme Motivation to press the red button. 

 
For her to have an Extreme Motivation have sex with a guy, those 3 factors need to be managed. 
 
Part 2: The CR James Urge-based Formula. The factors are: 
 
She currently (in the moment) believes sex is valuable/great/fun/amazing (via a craving and/or a belief that sex will be very pleasurable/rewarding in some 
way) 
She currently (in the moment) believes the guy is valuable/desirable. 
She currently (in the moment) believes it's a good time to have sex  
She currently (in the moment) believes there are no obstacles, or idea that something bad will happen during or after sex). 
 
If you manage Part 1 and Part 2 well, the likelihood will be strong. 
 
Q: What's the first thing to focus on? 
 
For guys in relationships; If you're rebuilding the sexual relationship focus on everything on the mindmap + improving the relationship. 
 
If you're trying to inspire sexual arousal for the short-term (getting her to want sex tonight or the next night), first pay attention to the highlighted branches 
(pleasure and craving). 
 
Even better, think back to a time when you triggered sexual arousal in a woman. To the best of your ability figure out the events (what you said and/or what 
you've done) that created pleasure and/or a craving. (For help see: http://CRJames.com/ASA) 
 
In general: A 2 day plan > 1 day plan > 12 hour plan > 4 hour plan > 30 minute plan > 10 minutes plan > 2 minute plan 
 
Have a great day & Much Success!  
 
- CR James 

http://crjames.com/ASA

